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I t wasn’t all that long ago that standalone microphone

pre-amps were esoteric and not the sort of thing one

expected to see in a commercial studio. Sure, there

were a few individuals and companies making their own

pres for one reason or another, but for the most part,

recording engineers simply used the pre-amps that were

built into the console. Things have changed, of course and

now there are a number of choices for the discerning

audio engineer.

Out Of The Box

The Grace 801R is an eight-channel mic-pre and is

essentially a remote-controllable version of the highly

regarded 801. According to designer Michael Grace, the

Grace pre-amp was designed for “applications where

absolute transparency and accuracy are required.” The

build quality and attention to detail in the 801R shows

the care with which this pre-amp was designed. The

pre-amps use a fully balanced and transformerless design.

The input amplifier is based around a monolithic, low-

noise instrumentation amplifier (I believe an INA103).

The gain core sections are transimpedance or “current

feedback” amplifiers. The balanced output stage features

two high-speed transimpedance amplifiers operating in

class AB mode, which are capable of driving long cable

runs and load impedances down to 50W. Careful

attention has also been paid to the grounding issues:

Each audio circuit board incorporates a low inductance

ground plane which provides a very stable signal and

power supply reference, and each audio ground is

returned to the power input node via separate

conductors in the main power distribution wire harness.

There are no electrolytic capacitors in the signal path —

the capacitors for de-coupling phantom power are

metalized film capacitors, and the input RF filtering

capacitors are polystyrene types. All audio related resistors

are precision metal film types for low noise and superior

temperature stability. In addition, all critical signal path

resistors are fabricated with copper end caps rather than

steel, which help to avoid any inductive reactance. The

chassis of the 801R is made from aluminum for

maximum protection from RF interference. 

The pre-amp itself is 2RU tall. Rather than the eight

sets of controls one would typically see on an eight-

channel box (and which were on the original 801), the

801R sports a large LCD screen with one knob and five
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buttons (more about the interface in a bit). The rear

panel is logically laid out — XLR inputs and outputs

for each channel are arranged vertically across the

rear, with enough room around the plugs for those

with large hands to plug in cables. In addition, a

25-pin D-Sub connector offers a second set of

balanced outputs. Both the XLR and D-Sub outputs

can be used simultaneously. The power supply for

the 801R connects to the pre-amp chassis via an

eight-foot cable. 

The specs of the 801R are 15Hz to 300kHz

(±0.2dB) or 4.5Hz to 1mHz (±3dB), THD+N less

than 0.001 percent at 20dB of gain and less than

0.005 percent with 60dB of gain. The noise floor

with 60dB of gain and a 50W load is -129dB, and

crosstalk between channels is negligible. 

User Interface

What’s new about the 801R is its ability to be

operated from a remote location. The front panel

of the 801R and the Remote Control Unit (RCU) are

identical and consist of a 64- by 240-pixel LCD

display, push buttons for 48V phantom power,

phase reverse group, mode, a peak indicator reset

and a variable function rotary encoder. The RCU

comes with two nine-pin to XLR adapters, one

male and the other female. The connection

between the two adapters is made with a mic

cable. The RCU can also control up to eight pre-

amplifiers at a time (64 channels).

The 801R has several modes: The Channel

mode (the default power on mode) shows the

eight channels available for adjustment (in a

multiple pre-amp system, the RCU can be

“paged” between units). Turning the rotary

encoder allows you to choose which channel to

adjust. When a channel is selected (the channel

number is highlighted), the polarity reverse and

phantom power switches are active for that

channel. Pushing the rotary encoder enters the

Gain adjust mode. The numeric display at the top

of the selected channel is highlighted, and turning

the encoder adjusts the gain for that channel in

1.5dB increments. Pushing the encoder again

returns to the Channel Select mode. The Channel

mode has bar graph metering for each channel,

which shows output levels from -35dBu to

+25dBu, or a useful meter range of 60dB. Meter

mode is only available on the RCU and shows

bargraph meters for up to 24 channels of pre-

amplifiers at a time. Set-up mode has a series of

menus for various user options including Preset

Store, Preset Recall and various housekeeping

functions. Group Mode allows two to eight

adjacent channels to be grouped together for

gain change operations. 

In  use

I’ve had the opportunity to use the Grace 801R for

several weeks, both in the studio and on a remote

recording session. The design goal of Grace Design

pre-amps is to be accurate and transparent. The

801R meets those goals very well. During the

course of a couple projects, I used the 801R as

the opportunity arose, with everything from Shure

SM-57s to old Neumann tube mics. It handled

them all without any problems. There are a couple

of applications where I tend to choose a pre

specifically for the color it adds — snare drum, for

example, and some vocalists.

In those situations, I usually preferred my usual

pre-amps. But when I was happy with the sound

of the instrument in the room, the Grace captured

that sound to tape as well as any pre I’ve played

with. I’m not sure whether it was the accuracy of

the pre or the low noise floor, but the 801R

allowed me to make some of the loveliest acoustic

instrument recordings that I’ve made in this studio.

While I put the pre out in my tracking room for part

of the time I had it, I didn’t leave it out there for a

couple of reasons. First, while I never had a

problem with the remote working correctly

(connect a mic cable into the back of the 801R and

into the tracking room patch panel, from there to

the mic patch bay and onto the console patch

bay), the size and shape of the box made it a bit

awkward to use — I couldn’t find a convenient

place where I could see the remote, plug in the

power supply and still keep it out of my way. Also,

the layout of the wiring in this makes it particularly

hard to bring eight channels of line level signals

from the tracking room to the console without

unplugging a bunch of other tie lines. 

Near the end of the evaluation period, I took

the 801R on location to Nashville’s Station Inn for

a combination live broadcast/live recording of the

Time Jumpers, a nine-piece western swing band.

With Bob Olhsson’s assistance, I used the 801R as

a front end for one of two Tascam DA-78s,

handling vocals, fiddles and audience mics. On

that occasion, Audio-Technica 4054 condensers

were used on vocals and fiddles, and AKG 480s

were used for the audience mics. As with the

studio recordings, the sound of the 801 was

excellent. In addition, the fact that the 801R

doesn’t put out nearly as much heat as a typical

tube or class-A pre-amp was wonderful, as the

801R was packed into a rack stuffed with gear.

If there is a drawback to the Grace 801R for me,

I would have to say it’s the soft controls. There

was (for both Bob and I) a certain learning curve to

working with the encoder. Unlike a box where

one control equals one function, we had to actually

think about what we were doing and watch the

pre-amp or the remote itself, rather than the

meters on the tape machines. Fairly static

recordings (that is, overdub sessions or recordings

where you set the levels on the pre and then leave

them alone) were easily handled with the single

control on the remote — even those times when

the levels on various channels needed to be

tweaked up or down from time to time were

workable. In extremely dynamic occurrences where

multiple actions needed to be taken immediately

(like some members of the band starting their

show 6 or 8dB louder than they played during the

sound check due to the high levels of audience

noise in the room), the remote seemed very

limiting. Even the Group option offered by the

801R wouldn’t necessarily have helped, since that

simply allows the user to turn all of the grouped

channels up or down together — even assuming

that I had prepared a group that would have

covered those channels that needed adjustment.

Perhaps the fact that I’m used to one knob per

function made me biased in this regard, but I dislike

needing to split my concentration away from the

musicians and the tape machines to do a task as

simple as turning down one channel of a pre-amp. 

Conclus ion

While I have a bit of a quibble with the user

interface, I have none at all with the sound quality

of the Grace 801R. It’s a marvelous sounding pre-

amp. There are even a couple of ways to look at

the price of the unit. A pre-amp of this quality for

approximately $900 per channel is definitely a

bargain. Of course, there are eight channels in the

801R unit, and $5,495 list (plus $995 for the

optional remote control) would leave a pretty

good dent in most bank accounts. But for those

applications where eight channels of extremely

high-quality remote controllable mic

pre-amps are necessary and appropriate, I can’t

think of a better choice than the Grace 801R. ❏
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